
  

Doppler sonography



  

Download the Doppler sonography protocol template from the Moodle site 
and open it.



  

Fill in the "Title sheet" of the protocol.



  

Save the protocol using the "Save" or "Save as" command 
from the "File" menu after filling in the "Title sheet".



  

File name is XXX_Doppler_sonography.ods, 
where XXX is the work team name.

The program with the 
protocol leave running.

Save the protocol file in the Documents\Practicals_EN\GroupXX folder, 
where XX is the group number.
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Switch on the 
instrument
● Insert the battery 

into the device.
● Connect the device 

to the computer 
using the USB 
connector.

● Remove the probe 
from the holder.

● Switch on the 
instrument using 
the button on the 
probe.

Do not touch the 
control buttons, 
you can change 
the settings of 
the device.



  

Click on the Smart-V-Link application icon

Look at the next slide what to do if the program does not start.



  

It often happens that the Smart-V-Link window has been minimized, which 
cannot be maximized again. In this case, the program must be closed and 
restarted. Therefore, do not minimize the Smart-V-Link window during the 
measurement, you may lose data.

Right-click on the Smart-V-Link 
program icon in the bottom bar 
and close the window.



  

When the Smart-V-Link program 
starts, a window asking you to fill in 
the patient data appears.



  

Click on the "Save" button after 
filling in the individual fields.



  

Select "Individual Waveform" on the main screen .



  

Measurement of the radial artery in the elbow or wrist



  

Place the probe at an 
angle α of approximately 
45 ° to the hand of the 
examinee against the 
direction of blood flow. 
Try to find the radial 
artery.Tissue
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Probe

Blood flow
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Opening and closing 
the sonogel.

Application of sonogel on 
the probe.

Finding the pulse at the 
measuring place.

The sonogel should be 
shaken before use. Be 
sure to close the bottle 
before shaking. Place the probe at the 

measuring place after 
finding the pulse.

Applied sonogel on the 
probe.



  

Click in the gray box or press the button on the probe to start recording.



  

You see the noise before place the probe and finding a suitable place and angle. 
This is not a real record.

Listening to the sound from the device speaker (a sound resembling a whip) 
can help you find a suitable place. Therefore, adjust the volume so that you 
can hear but not disturb other participants in the practice.



  

After finding the right place and the right angle, we see a periodically repeating course.

The red curve shows positive speed values.

The blue curve shows negative speed values.



  

Click in the field with the graph or press the button on the probe to stop recording.

You need at least 5 complete periods for further analysis.

You must be careful to click in the field with the graph or press the button on 
the probe after stopping the recording, so that a new recording does not 
start, which would mean the loss of the current recording.



  

Click on the "Decision" button after stopping the recording



  

Check that all automatic 
values have been calculated. 
If all automatic values have 
been calculated go to the 
next slide .

Click in the box with the graph or press the button on the probe to start a 
new recording if not all automatic values have been calculated.



  

Make a screenshot using the "PrtSc" key on the keyboard if all the automatic 
values have been calculated.



  

1. Select “Doppler picture” sheet.

2. Select the cell below the title.



  

Insert the screenshot using the "Paste" command in the "Edit" 
menu or use the "Ctrl + V" keyboard shortcut.



  

Save the protocol using the "Save" command in the 
"File" menu or use the "Ctrl + S" keyboard shortcut.

Keep the inserted screenshot at its original size and do not edit it. 
Leave the "LibreOffice Cals" program running with the protocol.



  

Click on the “GIMP” application icon.



  

Insert the screenshot using the "Paste" command 
in the "Edit" menu or use the keyboard shortcut 
"Ctrl + V" after starting the GIMP program.



  

Keep the inserted screenshot at its original size and do not edit it. Leave the "GIMP" 
program running with the screenshot open. In further work, it is better to use a tiled 
arrangement of windows on the screen. This means that you have a protocol displayed 
on one half of the screen and a screenshot in the "GIMP" program on the other half. To 
get a tile layout, drag the window to the right or left edge of the screen. In this 
presentation, we will use full screen display for better clarity.



  

Select the "Crop" tool to read the position of the selected pixel.



  

The desired pixel position is displayed in the "Position:" fields after 
clicking on the selected pixel with the left mouse button.

The first value shows the x coordinate and the second shows the y coordinate.



  

To better position the pointer of the "Crop" tool, you can zoom in on 
the image using the "Ctrl" keyboard and the mouse wheel.



  

In the protocol, select the "Doppler sonography" sheet.



  Position of the 4 seconds.Position of the origin.

Select a value 
on the y-axis

Find the positions of the points for calibration.



  

Fill in the values for the calibration in the protocol.



  

Choose five complete period.



  

Subtract at the "GIMP" program the values for the five selected complete period 
and fill in.

Write down the automatically calculated index values from the screenshot.



  

Fill in the "Discussion" and "Conclusion" fields.



  

Upload the completed protocol to Moodle.

Save the protocol using the "Save" 
command in the "File" menu after filling 
in all the fields.



  

The end
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